
Animals in the field

Most soldiers in Vietnam had pets or mascots. I heard of a dog, that because he had
shared his life with more than one person or unit. This dog liked to fly; he had his bags
packed for a new friend or adventure. If he took a notion to jump aboard a helicopter
warming up to go somewhere, I am told you might not see this dog for a few days, or as
long as a month. No telling where he went when he was off and when, or if, he would
return. He probably saw more of Vietnam than most of us.   

During the time I served with Phu Loi Patrol, we had several pets. I can still recall a few
of their names (some I can't put in writing as I am trying to keep these stories clean so
you could read them to your children). We had one that became our mascot, his name
was Hendricks, We also had other pets: many dogs a boa constrictor, a chicken, and I
understand a few wild rats. One of the rats you could almost set your watch to when it
would run across the floor. One night I woke up to feel a rat on my bed. I kick up the
cover to shake it off, it hit my bug net above my bed, it hit my pillow, than ran under the
cover with me. I don't know which one of us was out from under the cover first. 

I do not know how we acquired the chicken, all I know is one day I saw the poor critter in
the cage with  the boa constrictor. My guess someone bought  it  as live food for  the
snake.  The chicken was too large for  the snake to eat.  After  a few days,  someone
released this nervous bird from its predator, so it became a pet. 

Sometimes, Hendricks would come with us on day patrols. I do not think it is ever a good
plan to bring dogs into a potentially dangerous area unless they are properly trained to
assist  you,  but  he  became part  of  the  team.  One  day,  we  got  into  a  firefight  and
Hendricks caught a round in his side. It was not a fatal hit and he managed to make it
back under his own power. The next time Hendricks was well enough to escort us to the
field we noticed he was a changed dog. He never bothered the farmers in the field, but if
we had enemy in the field, he knew it and alerted us.

One night, one of the other teams was out on a patrol. They were in a rice dry rice paddy
area. I did not hear how the contact was made; either they were set up in an ambush
position or were on there way to set one up. When Charlie (the enemy) was confronted,
the firefight was on. The patrol called on the radio for artillery illumination in order to get
a  better  view  of  the  situation,  so  the  team  could  lay  down  an  aggressive  field  of
firepower. 

In the light from the artillery flare, they also noticed Hendricks had followed the patrol out
the gate and was off to one side of the action. He was involved with some action of his
own. Apparently, Rosemary (one of our other dogs) had joined us as well and the two
were  engaged in  some activity  that  is  not  suitable  during  a  firefight.  I  wonder  what
Charlie was thinking about this. 

As  I  said  earlier, it  is  best  to  keep animals  out  of  potential  danger  unless  they are
properly trained or at least neutered.

Another patrol:  



It was a typical March day, the weather was dry, and the last time it rained was last
October. We were on a day patrol just east of the base camp Phu Loi. The area was a
mix of rice paddies, rubber tree plantations, and brush. Many times when we head in this
direction, we would visit the Buddhist Monks' shrine. 

It was a colorful place with a larger then life size statue of Buddha wearing a gold robe
setting in a lotus position on a platform. On the platform were large red Swastikas and
Asian calligraphies painted on all sides. The Swastikas are manji, a sign for  great luck
and protection against evil powers. The air around the shrine was always filled with the
smells of incense that hung heavy in the air. Occasionally, we would find candles lit. 

The statue of Buddha was seated in the open shelter with a thatch roof. A few small huts
were near the shrine with mats on the floor. We found hiding holes in the ground near by,
but we never disturbed anything in this setting. The paths around the shrine were well
worn but seldom did we find people here. I do not think this was an area that the Viet
Cong or the North Vietnamese Army bothered. 

Ambushes are sometimes tricky to set up. Most of the areas we chose to place our
ambush we had found while on a day patrol a few days prior to the night operation and
anything out of the ordinary just added to the complexity.

The day came when we were to set up a twelve-man ambush to cover a trail near a
Buddhist shrine. This was an area of a lot activity during the hours of curfew for the local
villagers. 

We left through the parameter fence (most of the time referred to as "the wire") near
bunker #26, and headed east. We wanted to set up near an intersection of two trails. It
was a dark night with no moon until early morning. It was decided we would set up in
four groups of three, about five meters to the north of the trails. The groups were to
spread out about ten meter apart, and each group was to keep one person awake at all
times. 

It was near midnight when one of the men in the third group heard a light metal jingling
sound near the trail and recognized the sound to be a small bell that was attached to the
collar of our dog, Rosemary. He woke one of the two men in his group and whispered, "I
am going out to get Rosemary; she is making too much noise."

He did not tell anyone else what his plan was and began to crawl out to retrieve her. It
was about this time the third man of his group woke up and heard something crawling
through the brush by the trail. Without checking with anyone, he took it upon himself to



fire his M-16 rifle into the area of where he heard this sound. Soon it was clear to him
what he had done, when the man crawling said, Don't shoot! You hit me! Realizing his
mistake, he stopped shooting and ran out to assist the man he had just shot.

The other three groups in this ambush had no idea what had just taken place. We heard
the shot fired and two people fired off hand flares to see what was to the front. They
sprang the ambush on the person they saw running around looking for the guy he shot.

We lost one man that night, and wounded another. These things really happen. As much
training and preparation people go through, it is difficult to be ready for everything. That
night happened nearly fifty years ago and it still bothers me to think back on it. I do not
remember what happened to Rosemary the dog; I would guess she never survived the
ambush.   


